
Montevideo went slowly but pleasantly as I kept busy
during the mornings by writing reports and in the
afternoons by running on the decks and exercising.
The weather was stormy, but improved about 2 or 3
days out of Montevideo. Although away from home
for the second consecutive Christmas, the sadness was
somewhat dispersed by my East German friends who
invited me to a small Christmas Eve party in their
cabin. I missed the New Year's Eve party due to a
stomach upset—the first and only illness experienced
during the entire year.

We arrived in Montevideo on 6 January, and I was
met by an agent contracted by the National Science
Foundation and received mail from the Ambassador's
representative. Both of these people were helpful and

kind in getting my gear unloaded and shipped to the
States. They took care of all the arrangements for my
flight home and even sent flowers and liquor to the
Viese as a gesture of gratitude to my Soviet friends who
had taken such good care of me all through my antarc-
tic adventure. I left Montevideo on 8 January 1976 and
was at home with my family on the evening of the 9th.
At that moment I was the happiest of the 20th expedi-
tion's polarniks.
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The Antarctic Treaty provides for the exchange of
scientists between the antarctic expeditions of treaty
nations. This gave me the opportunity to participate
in the U.S. Antarctic Research Program (USARP) dur-
ing 1974-1975 and 1975-1976 as an exchange scientist
from the 20th Soviet Antarctic Expedition (SAE).

I was stationed at McMurdo, where I spent almost
14 months from 2 December 1974 to 22 January 1976.
This was my fourth trip to the Antarctic: I wintered at
the Soviet Union's Mirny-y Station (66 '33'S. 93°01' E.)
in 1960 and at Vostok Station (78 028'S. 106 048'E.) in
1970, and I participated in the Chilean antarctic pro-
gram on the Antarctic Peninsula in January and
February 1973.

Glaciology is a major portion of the SAE program.
Glaciological observations are being carried out at
Vostok Station, during the Mirnyy-Vostok traverses,
and in the vicinity of Novolazarevskaya Station
(70 046'S. 11 050'E.) (Barkov, 1975a, 1975b; Barkov
et al., 1975).

My research in 1974-1975 and 1975-1976 included
studies of the antarctic ice sheet structure. Knowledge
of the vertical structure of the ice sheet based on field

measurements would enhance understanding of the
causes and mechanisms of past environment (mainly
climatic) changes that primarily resulted in variations
of the ice sheet dimensions. My work with the U.S.
antarctic program enabled me to make observations in
those antarctic areas that were less known to other
Soviet scientists. I was able to travel to nearly any place
of interest during these 14 months, and all necessary
equipment was made available to me for both field
and laboratory studies, including perfect laboratory
facilities at McMurdo; for all of this help, I am
sincerely grateful.

Structure of the snow layer. Together with Frencn
glaciologists C. Lorius, J . Sanak, and F. Gillet, I
worked at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station from 6
to 21 December 1974. We made a pit 5.2 meters deep
at a distance of 5 kilometers from the station. Snow
stratigraphy was studied with depth, snow density was
determined at 5-centimeter intervals in the pit, and
snow samples for oxygen-isotope analysis were taken.
The French glaciologists also took snow samples for
later chemical, oxygen-isotope, and hydrogen analyses
(Sanak and Lorius, 1975).
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From 31 December 1974 to 16 January 1975,
together with Drs. Lorius and Gillet and other French
glaciologists J . Campin and C. Chaufriasse (Lorius,
1975), I worked at dome C (74 130'S. 123°10'E.,
elevation 3,240 meters). We dug a pit down to 5.4
meters and then from its bottom several holes were
drilled using a SIPRE corer down to 10 to 12 meters.
Snow samples were thus obtained from depths of 15 to
17 meters. The program was similar to that at the
geographic South Pole. It was our intention originally
to continue this activity on a wider scale during the
1975-1976 season, but these plans were postponed due
to the LC- 130 airplane accidents at dome C.

Observations from the above work indicate that
snow density at the South Pole increases with depth
ranging from 0.34 gram per cubic centimeter in the 0-
to 1-meter layer to 0.43 gram per cubic centimeter in
the 4. to 5-meter layer. Deviations from the averages
at different levels amount to ± 10 percent. Mean
values for the whole 5-meter thickness were found to
be 0.39 gram per cubic centimeter. Stratigraphic
analysis revealed 27 annual accumulation layers
within this depth (5 meters), corresponding to the
period from 1948 to 1974. Average accumulation was
calculated to be 7.5 grams per square centimeter per
year. Snow density in the dome C area increases with
depth from 0.33 gram per cubic centimeter at 4 to 5
meters, with deviations from average values at certain
levels being ± 25 percent. Stratigraphic analysis in this
area showed 38 annual layers, corresponding to the
period from 1937 to 1974. The mean accumulation
rate for the past 20 years (1955 to 1975) in the vicinity
of the South Pole appears to be 8.2 grams per square
centimeter per year, while at dome C it is 3.7 grams
per square centimeter per year. The stratigraphic
technique is known to have a large error, and this may
explain the discrepancy in the obtained results.

Sea-ice growth. My sea-ice observations in Mc-
Murdo Sound began in May 1975. Observations were
made twice monthly at 10 to 15 sites along a 16-
kilometer-long linear profile running westward from
McMurdo Station. In September the Navy began
routine sea-ice observations for McMurdo Station's
annual-ice aircraft runway operations. The profile was
3 kilometers long. Ice thicknesses were measured at 21
sites; from September to November measurements
were made weekly, and in December they were made
every 2 to 3 days. The observations were completed by
early January 1976. Altogether, 30 series of observa-
tions were made since May 1975. They showed that
during May to August the sea-ice accretion rate was an
average of 1 centimeter per day. During the coldest
period (late July to early August), when air
temperatures ranged from .300 to -40°C, the average
accretion rate increased to 1.5 centimeters per day
with an average snow layer of 10 centimeters.

Sea-ice growth was observed until mid-December
1975, and during the last 3 months the growth rate
was 0.5 centimeter per day. On 18 December the
average ice thickness at the profile was 240 cen-
timeters. In the following days ice thickness decreased
at an average rate of 2 to 3.5 centimeters per day,
which was mostly due to melting from the bottom.
The apparent melting from the surface occurred only
from the dirty surface (roads, runways, aircraft, and
surface-vehicle depots).

Ice-sheet structure in the McMurdo Sound vicinity.
The McMurdo Ice Shelf, Erebus Glacier, Koettlitz
Glacier, Wright Lower Glacier, Garwood Glacier,
Hobbs Glacier, and areas of so-called "dead ice" at the
coast between Hobbs and Blue glaciers were the main
objects of this study. In January 1975 a group of scien-
tists, including myself, was transported by helicopter
to the McMurdo Ice Shelf (not far from the tip of Ross
Island's Hut Point Peninsula), to the Dailey Islands
(77 053'S. 165 006'E.), and later to the lower part of
Koettlitz Glacier (78 0 17'S. 164°00 'E.). Robert B.
Boyd, manager of McMurdo's Ecklund Biological
Center, and two other support personnel from Holmes
and Narver, Inc., were also in the group. Holes were
made by a SIPRE drill to 6.5- and 7.5-meter depths,
and ice samples were obtained as cores.

In August 1975 a traverse with two vehicles was
organized to travel over the northeastern portion of
the McMurdo Ice Shelf. The traverse team consisted of
Jack R. Steinman (Holmes and Narver, Inc.,
engineer), two New Zealanders from Scott Base U.
Stevens, biologist, and Kenneth Parker, cook), and
myself. Despite the rough surface of the ice shelf,
which was crisscrossed by thaw holes and water chan-
nels formed in previous summers, some of which had
steep walls 1.5 to 2 meters high, the drivers managed
to reach the northernmost edge of the McMurdo Ice
Shelf. Glaciological and morphological observations of
the ablation relief forms were carried out along the
traverse, two holes were drilled, and 6.6- and 5.9-
meter-long ice cores obtained.

Major observations along the McMurdo Ice Shelf
were completed in the period from October 1975 to
January 1976. I express my gratitude to Douglas W.
Hall and Daniel L. Osborne for helping me with this
job. We were transported to the work site by
helicopter, and after a day's work we were transported
back to McMurdo Station. The work consisted of
glaciomorphological observations, photography, col-
lecting moraine material and rock samples, and hole
drilling with ice core sampling down to 1 to 2 meters.
To determine the sources of moraine material forma-
tion, a circular flight around McMurdo Ice Shelf was
made with landings at six sites where ice samples and
moraine and rock material were sampled. S.M.
Miagkov, Moscow State University (U.S.S.R.), took
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part in this work (Miagkov et al., 1976). During one of
the last flights, most interesting sections of the ice shelf
were photographed by a hand-held aerial camera (18
by 18 centimeters) from an elevation of 2,500 meters.

In September 1975, together with a team headed by
Samuel B. Treves, University of Nebraska, Lincoln,
we traveled over the sea ice to Erebus Glacier Tongue
(77 042'S. 166 040'E.). We walked for some distance
along its central part and retrieved an ice core from a
hole 3.5 meters deep.

In December 1975, together with Dr. Miagkov and
Noel Potter, Jr., we studied Wright Lower, Garwood,
and Hobbs glaciers in the dry valleys of southern Vic-
toria Land. Our tent camp was moved by helicopter
from site to site. The studies included observations on
the structure of glacier edges, their recent position
changes, and moraine deposits that belong to earlier
glaciation stages. A preliminary discussion of Dr.
Miagkov's research during this period is in Miagkov
(1976).

Along with field studies, my program called for
some laboratory analysis of samples obtained in the
field. For this purpose, a glaciology laboratory was
equipped in a cold room of McMurdo's Ecklund
Center. A special table was made for core studies, and
the following devices were used: an instrument for
thermal ice cutting by means of a heated wire and for
taking pictures of thin-ice sections under polarized
light using a Polaroid 108 camera. Thin sections were
prepared using a special cutting device brought from
Vostok Station in December 1974.

Orientation of the crystal optical axes was deter-
mined by means of a conventional universal stage and
a specially made universal stage for large (b-by-b-
centimeter) thin sections. With the aid of a thermal-
regulating device, ambient air in the laboratory was
maintained at -6°C; when air temperature outside ex-
ceeded 0°C, it became necessary to move to a new
laboratory in the cold chamber of the Thiel Earth
Sciences Laboratory.

Simultaneous to the above studies, ice samples were
taken for oxygen-isotope analyses; also, total salt con-
tent was determined for the ice samples by measuring
electric conductivity of the melt water using a
Beckman conductivity meter, which measures elec-
trolytes from 4 X 10 to 5 ohm-' per centimeter with
an accuracy of ± 1 percent.

Much data was obtained during these studies. Most
interesting, in my opinion, were the observations car-
ried out on McMurdo Ice Shelf and in the area of dead
ice located in the lower portion of Brown Island
(78°05 'S. 165 °25 'E.) and over northwestern slopes of
the coast in the McMurdo Sound vicinity. The present
condition of these glacial forms appears to be quite
different. The ice shelf (30 to 80 meters thick) is
afloat, while the dead-ice fields are grounded at an
elevation ranging from 0 to 400 meters; also, the dead

ice may extend into the ocean where it may still be
grounded and it may form peninsulas and islands. The
dead ice is completely covered by moraine material
that averages 0.2 to 0.3 meters in thickness and is a
good protective cover to prevent ice evaporation and
melting during the short antarctic summers. The
melting occurs only in thermocarst holes. The moraine
layer is rich in mineral salts, which show as salty patch-
es on its surface or as dispersed white powder. Salt
clusters may be seen as whitish layers 03 to 0.4 meters
thick and sometimes with crystalline structure; the lens
is lightly distributed through the moraine thickness
with a diameter of up to several meters. Nobuyuki
Nakai, Nagoya University (Japan), made a special
analysis of the samples and reported (personal com-
munication) that this salt seems to be mirabilite
formed from sea water. Some parts of the McMurdo
Ice Shelf also show common moraine material abun-
dant in salt clusters and powder and in some places in
whitish salt lenses. The moraine material of both sites
is similar in its mineral composition. The presence of
mirabilite in floating portions of the McMurdo Ice
Shelf is easily attributed to salt transport to the surface
through a process of surface melting and bottom
growth of the ice.

The study of ice samples from the McMurdo Ice
Shelf and from dead-ice areas has shown that their
structure and level of mineralization are similar;
however, they differ greatly from glaciers formed by
atmospheric precipitation. The evidence indicates the
genetic similarity of the discussed formations. The
dead-ice fields seem to be the relics of an ancient, vast,
floating glacier that might have been similar to the
present McMurdo Ice Shelf. A relative decrease in sea
level due to the tectonic rise of the coast, for instance,
might have resulted in the grounding of the marginal
portion of an ancient floating glacier. It seems im-
probable that the tectonic rise occurred faster than the
glacier mass shrink, but there is no other plausible ex-
planation.

During my stay at McMurdo Station I constantly felt
that I was among friends. Monthly radio contacts were
arranged for me with the Soviet Union's
Molodezhnaya Station (67'40'S. 45°51 'E.), so I kept
in touch with home news. I was very pleased to teach a
short Russian-language course for a group of willing
students at McMurdo Station, and I was happy to tell
my interested American listeners about my country in
a lecture on the Soviet Union. I also enjoyed sports at
McMurdo and won a prize for being the "best Russian
bowler" I take this opportunity to thank all my col-
leagues with whom I spent the 1975 winter and the
1974-1975 and 1975-1976 summers at McMurdo for
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their assistance and friendship. Without their help it
would have been impossible to carry out my research.
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Figure 1. Palmer Station,
Anvers Island, and vicinity.
Parallels of latitude and
longitude are based on the
position of the upper
(garage) building at Palmer
Station: 64°46'30' 'S.
64 003'16''W. The U.S.
Geological	Survey
established these coor-
dinates using a geoceiver,
which gives a precise
ground position by
measuring the doppler ef-
fect of signals from pass-

ing satellites.
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